An Electric Vehicle Fast-Charging Network Is Coming All across Tennessee
by Brittany Crocker
Feb. 3, 2021: Knoxville – Keeping electric vehicles fueled up for long road trips is about to get easier in Tennessee, thanks to the Tennessee Valley Authority and the Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation.  The 2 organizations are partnering to develop a statewide electric vehicle fast charging network.
The new network will add about 50 new charging stations, located every 50 miles along the state's interstates and major highways. 
TVA president and CEO Jeff Lyash said at an announcement Wednesday that he hopes the project will help buyers consider electric vehicles, an environmentally conscious choice that helps cut carbon emissions.  He expects the 1st chargers will be available for use in 2022.
TDEC is contributing $5 million to the $20 million project.  TVA and its partners, plus the participants hosting the charging sites, would make up the rest. 
“This is an exciting development for Tennesseans, and we are pleased to partner with TVA on this project that will benefit rural and urban communities alike," said TDEC Commissioner David Salyers.
Right now there are only 24 fast charging locations in Tennessee that support the most common charging connectors.   Lyash said each new station could have up to 4 chargers on it.  "This will give (electric vehicle) travelers the confidence to travel all the way from the mountains of Tennessee to the banks of Mississippi without being far from a charger," Lyash said. 
He said the price for a charge would fluctuate with electricity costs, but estimated it would be the equivalent of $1 per gallon of gasoline. 
Rapid charges take about 30 minutes to bring a nearly depleted battery to 80%.  TVA said it's taking wait times into account when planning the charging stations, to ensure it's a safe experience with amenities similar to a gas station convenience store. 
“This investment in electric vehicle charging infrastructure is a monumental step forward, and I’m proud that Tennessee is leading in this important effort,” Tennessee Gov. Bill Lee said.  “With TVA’s partnership, we will be able to continue our work to protect our environment and improve our transportation infrastructure.”
The announcement comes on the heels of several major auto manufacturers committing to build more electric vehicles.  Last week GM, which has a plant in Spring Hill, Tennessee, announced it would phase out gasoline-fueled vehicles by 2040.
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